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Digital asset management represents a business
strategy for accelerating business-process cycle
times.
The value of accelerating business-process
cycle time for a particular business will reflect
the basic nature of that business—its business
model. What satisfactions does it bring to a market and how does it capture value in exchange?
Generally, businesses whose revenues reflect
short-term marketing investments (consumer
packaged goods, entertainment, automobiles,
consumer electronics) will reap the highest
return on investment from digital asset management. These fast-cycle businesses can use DAM
to both increase revenues and reduce costs.
Other businesses whose revenues derive from
long-term contracts, mature products with long
lifecycles, customers locked in by high switching costs (such as computer operating systems,
programming languages, databases, or regulatory
compliance criteria) will also enjoy a return on
investment from DAM, but their benefits will
likely derive from process improvements and
cost reductions more than increased revenues.
Speeding business-process cycle times
provides several economic benefits, including
the production of incremental revenue,
reduction in operating costs, the capacity to
create new products or markets, and an overall
enhancement of competitive adaptability.
D A M C A N I N C R E A S E I N C R E M E N TA L R E V E N U E
I N T H R E E WAY S

Second, DAM enables marketing managers
to quickly fine-tune promotional messages and
delivery formats, maximizing the effectiveness
of marketing resources at point of purchase.
Third, DAM can help marketing and
merchandising managers more quickly localize
packaging and promotions to the requirements of
a geographic market; more quickly customize
packaging and promotions to particular sales
channels, partners, or seasonal opportunities;
and more quickly personalize digital products
or promotional messages to the preferences of
individual customers.

DAMMRep02Bro.1.5 © 2002 GISTICS, All rights reserved.

END-USER BUSINESS MODEL DETERMINES
ROI FOR DAM

VA R I E T I E S O F D I G I TA L A S S E T S

The figure below suggests nine different types
of digital assets, each emphasizing a degree of
reuse. We discuss these asset types on page 8.
The figure also emphasizes three more important dimensions of digital asset management.
First, knowledge workers of the firm create
these digital assets—outputs from use of digital
authoring tools and related technologies.
Second, execution of a DAM-enabled
business strategy requires the development of a
set of best practices and IT solutions that
supports knowledge workers creating and using
preexisting digital assets.
Third, full realization of a DAM-enabled
business strategy entails integration of digital
assets into multichannel business processes. In
this context, multichannel connotes both
online and offline formats as well as direct and
indirect sales channels.

First, DAM can reduce the time it takes to
launch a new product or drive new promotional
messages to potential customers.

Knowledge workers produce a
variety of reusable digital objects
that—when managed for systematic
reuse—can become financial assets
that accelerate the cycle time of
multichannel business processes.
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D I G I TA L A S S E T M A N A G E M E N T D E F I N E D

Primary research into the most profitable media
enterprises identifies systematic cataloging and
reuse of digital media files as a critical success
factor for growth, profitability, and competitive
advantage.
Digital asset management represents a
practice of the most profitable media producer
enterprises in the industry. It boosts the
productivity and work quality of designers,
producers, creative directors, new media
developers, and service bureaus.
This practice also emphasizes the strategy of
seeking to retain and/or exploit intellectual
property rights for digital media.
K E Y D E F I N I T I O N S F O R D I G I TA L A S S E T S ,
REUSE, REEXPRESSION, AND CONTENT

Digital assets implies that digital files have commercial value—that another party will pay to
own or use them. These assets also have value
as process agents that reduce project cycle
times and external purchases, while ultimately
increasing revenue and profit per employee.
Process agents signify a relatively new category of intellectual capital—knowledge embedded
in a digital object, automation script, or template.
Use of process agents speeds cycle time, improves
quality and predictability, and reduces reliance
on the tacit knowledge of key workers.

Multipurposed assets means that a designer
and/or owner took steps to ensure its costeffective future reuse or reexpression.
Reuse connotes using a piece of media or
digital object again, generally in the same
medium, such as for print collateral and
magazine advertisements.
Reexpression emphasizes minor modifications
to a source media file for its expression across
two or more media (print and online), enhancing
it for each medium. For example, a designer
might create an illustration for use in both a
four-color brochure or Web page. To do that, the
original artwork needs to have certain characteristics that facilitate its reexpression.
Repurposing (a common term usually misapplied to the notions of reuse and reexpression)
entails an attempt to reuse media or text in a
way that its creator never intended. Generally,
this practice results in a lowest-commondenominator, mediocre expression: content.
Content represents undifferentiated, singlepurpose, and/or denuded objects. Content, as
related to media (McLuhan, Understanding
Media, 1967), represents the failed attempt to
use media designed for one medium, such as a
theatrical play, in another, such as a television
broadcast of that play, without regard for the
expressive possibilities and limitations of each
medium.

BUSINESS CASE FOR REUSE
MORE

Number of times
reused

As reuse increases, cycle time grows shorter. For
media producer firms, shorter time-to-market
cycles translate into more projects completed
annually per person—incremental revenue that
translates into high profit.

SERIES//MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
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Nearly 40 years ago, Marshall McLuhan coined
the term content as it relates to media. In his
seminal book, Understanding Media, he argues
persuasively that the context or medium that
transmits media to consumers has a much
greater impact on the individual and society
than does the subject matter itself.
McLuhan demonstrates that when one
attempts to reuse material by placing it in a new
context or medium, something vital gets lost. For
example, when TV first emerged, some networks
tried to televise theatrical plays, a practice that
produced incredibly bad TV shows. With the
emergence of CD-ROMs, some multimedia
producers repurposed books, magazines, and TV
shows—all with similarly disastrous results.
To memorialize the disastrous consequence of
“repurposing” media in ways that the creators
did not intend, McLuhan uses the term content.
Content—as a term that connotes a business
strategy and an economic context—represents
the systematic abuse of creative material.
Content represents the denuding of creative
expression, the deletion of data from a digital
file in a way that renders it useless for all but a
single-purpose deployment.
Nevertheless, content management (CM) has
emerged as a significant market category for
medium to large enterprises. Essentially, content
management entails the tracking, distribution,
and control of “dead” digital files that have
little or no subsequent reuse potential.

The figure below depicts two important
dimensions that distinguish DAM from CM.
First, content has a very short lifespan.
GISTICS research indicates that the lifecycle
for single-purpose-built content averages less
than seven weeks.
Digital assets, on the other hand, have a
reuse life span exceeding 18 months.
Second, content has a very low, if not
nonexistent, potential for reuse or reexpression
(a creative reinterpretation or authoring). This
decreased potential reflects the fact that
someone deleted critical data from the digital
original, often requiring the artist or designer to
start over to replicate the “lost” original.
Work products represent interim expressions
of a digital file or variations on a creative
theme. While these work products may not
enjoy a long lifespan, they often represent
extensions or enhancements of a brand image,
indicating the need to track and control them
for proper use throughout an enterprise.
Digital masters represent a type of digital
asset created by someone who took great care
to ensure the highest level of reuse and
reexpression.
A digital master may contain sufficient data
to produce dozens or hundreds of individual
expressions of a single theme.
The figure below also suggests that digital
assets form the basis of digital masters and
work products, and that content derives from
purpose-built expressions of a work product.

DAMMRep02Bro.1.5 © 2002 GISTICS, All rights reserved.

C O N T E X T D E T E R M I N E S E C O N O M I C VA L U E

LIFECYCLE

E X T E N D E D L I F E C Y C L E S A N D H I G H P O T E N T I A L F O R R E U S E S E PA R AT E D I G I TA L A S S E T S
FROM CONTENT
Years

Digital files engineered for an extended lifecycle
and systematic reuse and reexpression define the
digital master, the most valuable form of a digital
asset. In sharp contrast, content has little or no
reuse potential and a very short life span.
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D I G I TA L A L C H E M Y

Digital assets represent a new class of financial
assets. In most cases, the firm paid one or more
knowledge workers to create them, representing
significant labor and overhead expenses.
Some firms have begun to capitalize this
expense, creating new entries on corporate
balance sheets.
As the name also suggests, a digital asset
constitutes a unit of work that exists in digital
form. This characteristic alone gives it several
unique properties.
First, its value does not decrease with its use.
Paradoxically, the value of many digital assets
(corporate logos) increases with higher use.
Second, you can store a digital file on just
about any mass-storage device. This high
mobility allows almost instant movement for
virtually no cost.
Third, many firms find these digital files
reusable as is or with only slight modification.
This reuse saves a considerable amount of time
otherwise spent re-creating existing objects and
reduces new errors or distortions that the recreation might introduce.
Fourth, many designers build complex and
sophisticated digital objects from hundreds or
thousands of highly modular digital building
blocks. This modular approach enables designers
and others to quickly exchange various parts
and create myriad new forms consistent in look
and feel with the originals. This practice not
only enhances creative expression, it also
dramatically reduces cost and time to market
for those expressions.
C A P I TA L I Z I N G D E V E L O P M E N T E X P E N S E S

In the direct marketing and catalog industry,
auditors permit the capitalization of customer
databases, especially when the firm can show
how a database record helps the firm generate
future sales.
In the software industry, many firms
capitalize software development costs when
they can show reuse of class libraries, software
objects, and programming frameworks.
In the entertainment industry, many firms
capitalize promotions for motion pictures when
they can show reuse in post-release marketing
efforts such as international distribution, video
rental, and DVD sales.
In the online database and publishing
industry, many firms capitalize the development
of specialized collections of articles, research
data, and news reportage.
The figure below depicts a broad range of
digital asset categories. CFOs and auditors
recognize several as financial assets of the firm.
Digital objects generally qualify as assets
when auditors can validate the following criteria:
Has the firm shown reuse of the object for a
period greater than 18 months?
Has the firm documented the object’s
development costs?
Has the firm documented how the object has
directly contributed to a sale or an identifiable
cost savings?
Has the firm taken prudent measures to ensure
the object’s reuse and protection from misuse?
Meeting these criteria requires a specialized data
management system, a digital asset management
system.

Generally accepted accounting practice now
supports the capitalization of a variety of digital
assets.
U N I T S O F W O R K T H AT S P E E D M U LT I C H A N N E L B U S I N E S S P R O C E S S E S

Multichannel Business Processes
CYCLE TIME ACCELERATION CREATES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Auditors will allow
firms to capitalize
development costs of
digital objects upon
meeting generally
accepted accounting
practices: a reuse life
span of greater than 18
months and financial
accounting of the
object’s costs and
contributions to a firm.

SERIES//MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
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I N V E N T O R Y O F D I G I TA L A S S E T S

A digital asset management strategy optimizes the creation, use, reuse, and reexpression of the following types of digital objects.

A SSET

TYPE

Education
assets

Information
assets

D ESCRIPTION
Online courseware optimized
for the connative and cognitive
abilities of individual students;
often represents compound
media and knowledge objects

Rows and columns of
structured data conditioned
and engineered for secure
presentation through a browser

S OURCES

U NITS

OF WORK

Subject-matter experts,
teachers, and communities
of practice or expertise;
lectures, courseware,
classroom discussions,
probe-further links and
references, lab notes,
footnotes, annotated
bibliographies, interviews,
audio and video recordings
of performances

•Database-served

Production data systems of
record, data warehouses,
and database information
services

•Customer records

– Web pages
– JIT documents/PDFs

•Streaming media
Audio, video, animation

•Shared objects
2D/3D models, maps, visualizations

•Discussion
Teleconference, threaded postings,
live chat

Transactions, interactions

•Product data
Sales histories, forecasts, pricing,
inventories

C OMMENTS
•Specialized user interfaces optimized
to learning process of individuals
•Complex systems required for
managing royalties, attributions,
institutional rights, and international
clearances
•Hotspots: English as a second
language (ESL) curriculum teaching
brand management and technical
systems support
•Prerequisites of database hygiene and
trained information users
•Robust data typing schema (XML)

•Management information
Budgets, financial statements

•Brand resources
Subscriptions, traffic, dwell-time
interactions

IT assets

Tangible and intangible assets
including computing and
communications equipment,
installed software, capitalized
professional services, systems
and software configurations,
warranty coverage, and
business-continuity services

MIS/IT departments of the
firm as well as ASPs/MSPs or
co-located equipment

Collections of unstructured
data in digital formats (binary
large objects, BLOBs) and
physical formats (mechanical
devices, models, props)

Knowledge workers
throughout the firm and its
value chain of suppliers,
distributors, and affiliates

Knowledge
assets

Media assets

•Installed and configured
hardware or software
•Promised/guaranteed servicelevel agreements

•Digital formats
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

CAD files
eDocs, PDFs
Email, WP files
Scanned images
Slide presentation files
Spreadsheets
Web pages, interfaces

DAM solutions for IT assets:
•Configuration management
•Policy management
•Update management and version
control

•Identification and retrieval of only
useful materials
•Searching the contents of digital files
•Digitization and characterization of
material; application of metadata
•Rights and permissions management

•Physical formats
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Components used in brand
resources (ads, brochures,
websites), publications, and
entertainment products (music,
voice, video)

Designers, producers,
authors, and developers of
print, broadcast, online, and
media-based products or
services

Artwork, artifacts
Business records
Letters, faxes
Manuscripts, sheet music
Maps, drawings
Movies, stills, film
Props, costumes

•Ads
– Online
– Broadcast, CATV
– Print

•CD, DVD, cassettes
•Documents, publications

•Reusability of media across multiple
media
•Cross-platform compatibility
•Rights and permissions management

– Online, eDistibuted
– Print, ePrint

Social assets

Software
code assets

8
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Digital files or packets that
mediate or facilitate person-toperson communications, live or
time-shifted (store and forward)

Conversations or
correspondence by
telephone, email, fax, or
SMS

•Messages
•Threaded discussions

•DAM interfaces to unified messaging
systems
•Search tools including voice mining,
audio pattern recognition, semantictext patterns

Reusable pieces of software
programming (objects), class
libraries, programming
frameworks, lines of legacy
programming instruction, and
automation scripts

MIS/IT professionals,
contractors, software
vendors, and open source
user groups

•Software objects, including
source code
•Class libraries and frameworks
•Programming tools and utilities
•Integrated development
environments

•Standards-based development (Java)
•Reuse starting with design spec for
“maintainability” (minimum
documentation as to function)
•Incentives, design rules, and versioncontrol practices playing critical roles

INDUSTRY REPORT
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10 What does this report cover (Executive summary)?
12 Which questions do we answer, listed by page (Contents)?
18 What tables do we present in this report (Tables)?
20 How do GISTICS and NextQuarter help the DAM market grow?
21 How did we develop this report?
22 What quantitative and qualitative strategies did we use?
23 How can you order the DAMM Report 2002 (Executive Order Form)?
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SECTION OVERVIEWS

We present this report in four comprehensive
sections totaling 426 pages.
Section I—Overview of Economic Data
collates secondary data from numerous sources,
including the CIA World Fact Book,

10

GISTICS

International Monetary Fund, United Nations,
U.S. government, and the World Bank. This
data sets the foundation for an econometric
forecast of worldwide and regional GDP and
population growth, along with a breakdown of
this data into ten industry groups, with an
emphasis on the knowledge-based and solutionbased industries that make up the Information
industry group.
Section I also includes a listing of the top 500
eCommerce firms, as measured by revenues
and profits derived from their online activities.

DAMMRep02Bro.1.5 © 2002 GISTICS, All rights reserved.

This report reflects a comprehensive, ongoing
investigation of an important category in the
development of the Networked Economy. In
1993, GISTICS identified digital asset
management in its nascent form: multimedia
databases for graphic designers and publishing
professionals.
Since then, digital asset management has
exploded into a $60 billion category. This figure
represents total worldwide expenditures
incurred by public and private enterprises in
the management of reusable digital objects.
From whence have these digital objects
come? Apparently, from everywhere.
These digital objects continue to flow from
the PC revolution that began in 1980s, continuing in the later emergence of multimedia
publishing (CD-ROM and DVD), the popular
acceptance of the Internet (email) and the Web
(HTML), interactive multiuser games, streaming and downloadable media (RealAudio, MP3,
QuickTime, and Windows Media), broad corporate acceptance of shared electronic documents
( MS Office files, Acrobat PDF, HTML) distance
learning (interactive curricula, shared 2D/3D
objects, real-time text messaging), and instant
messaging (AOL, wireless SMS).
In this report, we make the case that
reusable and reexpressible digital objects can
make these contributions:
• Dramatic reduction in the cost of doing
business, particularly those costs associated
with eBusiness (rich media, product data,
self-service answers to customer questions).
• Significant reduction in business-process
cycle times, highlighting the acceleration of
time to market for digital goods and selling
messages.
• Potentially huge new additions to corporate
balance sheets, recognizing reusable digital
objects as financial assets.
• Higher degree of control of brand identities
(logos, trademarks, product images)
throughout a value chain of marketing
service providers and distributors.

Section II—eMedia Marketspace provides a
first-ever compilation of worldwide and
regional populations of knowledge workers—
creators and producers of digital objects.
Section II examines the 12 digital asset
creator groups we identify, detailing worldwide
and U.S. populations, a breakdown of their file
creation and management activities, and the
total average online storage. This section
includes a breakout of media creators and users
by the size of their workgroups, as well as the
top 2,000 U.S. brands and the top 500 U.S. sales
forces—excellent references for the top
destinations for brand-related digital assets.
Section III—Brand Resource Management
links digital asset management and corporate
performance. We detail an expanding array of
applications and services of DAM for marketing
and sales support, as well as eCommerce and
distance learning.
Section IV—Digital Asset Management
comprises a worldwide and regional market
analysis, collating total estimated end-user
expenditures in the management of digital
objects. We segment data into three categories—
hardware, software, and services—and break each
of these down further into relevant subcategories.
This section discusses various approaches to
digital asset management and how to categorize
this burgeoning field.
Section IV also includes a comprehensive
business case and return on investment
framework for DAM, and details the kinds of
savings that a large catalog operation, small
prepress house, and a global Web development
firm might expect.
Finally, Section IV concludes with two
comprehensive listings of solution providers for
digital asset management and knowledge asset
management.
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GISTICS and its data-collection partner,
NextQuarter LLC, developed this report from
four sources:
1. Database of 250,000 users of media-related
technologies.
2. Secondary research data published by the
United Nations, the International Monetary
Fund, the CIA World Fact Book, and U.S.
government agencies.
3. Surveys of digital asset management users
profiling their roles, activities, practices, and
tasks as well as ranking several hundred
system features.
4. Surveys (250,000) distributed by mail as well
as at trade shows (5,000) and at vendorsponsored road show seminars.
Together, this data forms our industry database
of early adopters and best practices for a variety
of media-related technologies, with a focus on
digital asset management.
Since 1986, GISTICS has collected more
than 40,000 surveys of end-use buyers
(individuals in one of 5,017 knowledge-worker
roles) and 15,000 organizations involved in the
production or use of media.
As a data-collection and information-services
firm, NextQuarter profiles best practices among
producers, users, and consumers of media,
tracking in particular those individuals and
organizations that have mastered some aspect
of digital media development and thus produce
smart media.
The term smart media relates to any unique
or specialized practice that supports the
creation, management, reuse, or distribution of
digital media at significant cost or time savings
when compared with industry averages.
Smart media emphasizes “rich” data types
(photos, illustrations, video, audio, and
animation); it also includes “thin” data types
(text files, Web graphics, software program
instructions) and “compound” data types
(documents, motion pictures, CAD drawings,
and educational curricula).

set of relational metrics enables NextQuarter to
isolate discrete variables related to individual
actors’ roles and responsibilities, compensation,
hours worked, organizational type (solo contractor, small workgroup, small business or division
within a large business, large business, or global
enterprise), software tools used, file management practices, and other activity categories.
MARKET GROWTH PERSPECTIVES

We believe that overall industry growth reflects
successful customers that have met or exceeded
their requirements for return on investment
and satisfaction.
To this end, GISTICS facilitates the buying
process for end-use enterprises, offering a range
of products and services that recommend a set
of best practices developed from extensive enduser research. Our offerings include white
papers and vendor reports as well as onsite
workshops and conference programs.
In addition, GISTICS directs vendors to
follow a set of complementary best practices for
finding and serving customers. Our vendor
offerings include industry reports, custom
white papers, regional seminars, and onsite
workshops for executives and staff.
NextQuarter LLC provides data collection
and analysis to its publishing partner, GISTICS,
as well as to technology vendors and end-use
buyers. NextQuarter specializes in the critical
fields of strategic benchmarking, businessprocess modeling, workflow analysis, activity
analysis of knowledge workers, and activitybased return-on-investment calculators.
End-use buyers may engage NextQuarter to
perform predeployment and quarterly postdeployment benchmarks of a solution, measuring progress toward established productivity
and financial milestones. NextQuarter uses a
unique activity-based data model that it has
developed over hundreds of engagements
spanning 18 years, from 1983 to the present.
VENDORS FAIL TO FOLLOW BEST PRACTICES FOR
I N T E G R AT E D M A R K E T I N G

+

Best
Practice
Traditional
Practice

Net Contribution

PROFITABILITY

ACTIVITY MODEL

The principals of NextQuarter employ an activity-based research methodology—developed and
refined since 1983—that characterizes the activities of a knowledge worker’s typical day.
Development of this activity model entails the
extraction of historical data from 250,000 database records, 55,000 individuals/functional titles,
and 5,000 unique knowledge-worker roles. A

PAYBACK

–

1 year

2 years

SOLUTION LIFECYCLE
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DEMAND DRIVERS

GISTICS publications
Standard

Custom supplemental report sections

Digital Asset Management
Market Report 2002

• Client-specified data selections
• Multiclient selection

Standard market categories
• Hardware • Software

• Services

Custom market categories
TECH SECTORS
• Authoring tools
• Digital rights
• Business
• Email
intelligence
• Messaging
• Data maintenance • Middleware
• Data warehousing • Payment systems
• Electronic
• Rights
publishing
management
• Mobile devices
• Search
• Chat & discussion • Security
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ALTERNATE
SOLUTIONS
• CRM
• Enterprise
portals
• Project
management
• KM/workflow
• Peer-to-peer

HORIZONTAL
SEGMENTS
• Audio &
music
• B2B
eCommerce
• Distance
learning
• Gaming
• Information
• Logistics
• Mobile &
wireless
• Outsourcing

VERTICALS
• Advertising
• Education
• Entertainment
• Government
• Licensing
• Packaging
• Printing
• Publishing
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C U R R E N T P U B L I C AT I O N S
UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF THE DIGITAL MASTER

Strategies for accelerating the time to market and reducing the cost of
promotional messages, multichannel brand resources, and print and
online publications.
Business case and selection criteria for deploying enterprise-class digital asset management
(DAM) systems in advertising, distribution, entertainment, manufacturing, professional services,
publishing, and telecommunications. (14 pages, published Spring 2002, $295 US)
BUSINESS CASE FOR BRAND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Strategies and metrics for managing brands across multiple channels,
markets, and media
Summary of best practices for accelerating time to market of branding messages and digital
goods, time to synchronize for brand resources to maximize effect at points of purchase, and
time to customize branding messages or digital goods for channel partners, localized markets,
and customer groups. (25 pages, published Spring 2002, $295 US)
MARKET REQUIREMENTS FOR VISUAL SEARCH

How visual search solves the inadequacy of text-based search for users
o f t h e We b a n d c o r p o r a t e n e t w o r k s
Management advisory analyzing the impact of visual search on general Web use, e-commerce
applications, online shopping, student research projects, peer-to-peer trading communities,
media asset management, medical imaging diagnosis, ringtone sales to mobile phone users,
and wireless location-based e-services. (54 pages, published Summer 2001, $295 US)
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT MARKET REPORT 2002

Comprehensive assessment of markets, demand drivers, customer
requirements, trends, solutions, and vendors
This report contains trends and forecasts for 1991 to 2005:
• Population and expenditure data for worldwide, 4 major regions, and 57 select countries
• 8 industry groups and 80 industries
• 12 asset producer and user types, 5 levels of workforce scale, and 8 work activity groups
• Knowledge-based and solution-based (IT) expenditures
• Hardware, software, and service expenditures for digital asset management
• Directory listings of the following:
— 616 DAM solution providers
— 1246 knowledge asset management solution providers
— Top 500 US eCommerce firms (online sales from 2001)
— Top 500 US sales forces
— Top 2000 US brands
(426 pages, published Spring 2002, $5,995 US)
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